Abstract. We consider assortment optimization of a product for which a particular attribute can be adjusted in a continuous fashion. Examples include the duration of a loan, the data limit for a cell phone subscription and the greenness of paint. We represent the collection of all product variants as the unit interval and consider the question which subset of products a retailer should offer to customers, in order to maximize profit. We model customer choice behavior by a continuous extension of the multinomial logit model and allow for a capacity constraint on the offered assortment. We study this problem under incomplete information, which constitutes an instance of a continuous combinatorial multi-armed bandit problem. The unknown quantities in the model are estimated by kernel density estimation with Legendre kernels and bounded support, for which we derive new convergence rates. We present an explore-then-exploit policy and show that it endures regret of order T 2/3 (neglecting logarithmic factors). Also, by showing that any policy in the worst case must endure at least a regret of order T 2/3 , we conclude that our policy is asymptotically optimal.
1 Introduction
Motivation
In the management science and operations research literature, assortments are traditionally thought of as being of a discrete nature. However, there exists several examples in which a particular commodity attribute can be adjusted continuously. Examples of such features that are infinitely adjustable are the duration of a loan, the data limit for a cell phone subscription and the greenness of paint. Then, the collection of different products is no longer a finite set, but in fact an interval on the real line. A retailer of such products then faces the problem to decide which assortment to offer to potential customers, in order to maximize expected profit.
We consider this problem and model customer choice as a continuous extension of the (discrete) multinomial logit model. In line with the literature on discrete assortment optimization, we allow for a capacity constraint on the feasible assortments. In addition, we consider the problem under incomplete information: the customer choice model involves a preference function, which is unknown upfront and has to be learned from data. This constitutes an instance of a continuous combinatorial multi-armed bandit (MAB) problem: that is, a MAB problem where the action space consists of measurable subsets of a continuous set. To the best of our knowledge, no work has yet been done on this type of MAB problem.
Literature review
This work contributes to the literature of assortment optimization in two ways. In the first place we find the ideal assortment under full information. In the second place we establish a sequential decision making policy under incomplete information. In the literature these problems are usually referred to static optimization and dynamic optimization, respectively. Below we provide a brief, non-exhaustive account of existing results and relate these results to our findings.
For optimization under full information in the discrete setting, Kök et al. (2009) give an indepth overview of the established literature for various choice models. The choice model we work with in our paper is a continuous version of the well-known multinomial logit (MNL) model. Our approach to optimization with full information (under a capacity constraint) resembles the one developed by Rusmevichientong et al. (2010) . To find the optimal discrete assortment, they first rewrite the optimization problem in terms of easier optimization problems. The solutions to these easier optimizations are used to establish a sequence of assortments. This sequence is unimodal (regarding expected revenue) and the mode is the optimal assortment. By the continuous nature of our problem the optimal continuous assortment is found by solving a fixed-point equation instead.
For optimization under incomplete information, it is key to control the trade-off between exploration and exploitation. Rusmevichientong et al. (2010) and Sauré and Zeevi (2013) consider policies on a finite time horizon in the discrete setting that minimize regret; for its continuous counterpart, we develop in this paper a similar explore-then-exploit policy. Both Rusmevichientong et al. (2010) and Sauré and Zeevi (2013) derive regret bounds for their respective policies under some additional assumptions regarding the model parameters. In a more general setting, Agrawal et al. (2016) derive an upper bound for the regret of their policy of orderÕ(
where N is the number of products and T is the finite time horizon. They also provide an Ω( N T /K) 2 lower bound for the regret that any policy in the worst case must endure, where K N is the capacity constraint on feasible assortments. Chen and Wang (2017) show that each policy in the worst case suffers Ω( √ N T ) regret, which is independent of K. In our work we focus on continuous assortments, meaning that we have to deal with the complication that the number of products N is actually infinite.
In our model the parameter is a preference function, whereas for the discrete setting the parameter is a finite-dimensional vector. As a consequence, there are non-trivial estimation issues to be resolved. In order to estimate the preference function, we rely on kernel density estimation (KDE). For a comprehensive book regarding nonparametric estimation, we refer to Tsybakov (2009) .
The context considered in our paper directly relates to the problem of sequential decision making as featuring in the multi-armed bandit (MAB) literature, see, e.g., Lai and Robbins (1985) and Auer et al. (2002) . Discrete combinatorial MAB problems have been considered
by, e.g., Agrawal et al. (2017) . The arms in our work are in fact continuous subsets of the unit interval. In this light, our problem is a continuous combinatorial MAB problem. To the extent of our knowledge, this has not been studied before. However, MAB problems have been considered where the set of arms is continuous, e.g., the unit interval by Kleinberg et al. (2008) and Bubeck et al. (2011) .
Contributions
This work makes four main contributions to the existing literature. Firstly, we formulate the continuous assortment optimization problem under logit choice behavior and solve the optimization under full information by reducing the problem to a fixed-point equation. The solution to this equation can be found numerically using an elementary bisection method. In addition, we point out that this approach can also be used to find the optimal assortment in a discrete setting. Secondly, we derive new convergence rates for KDE, which do not directly follow from Tsybakov (2009) . Our setting deviates in the sense that the order of the kernels is not fixed in advance. This results in an optimal order that depends on the number of observations and leads
to not previously established rates of convergence. Our third contribution is that we present an explore-then-exploit policy and show that its regret isÕ(T 2/3 ), using our derived convergence rates for KDE. Finally, the fourth main contribution is the result that any policy must suffer a regret of Ω(T 2/3 ). From this we conclude that our policy is asymptotically optimal.
1 In this paper, g(x) =Õ(f (x)) means there exists a k such that g(x) = O(f (x)(log f (x)) k ), i.e., g is of the order of f up to logarithmic factors.
2 We let g(x) = Ω(f (x)) denote that lim sup x→∞ g(x)/f (x) > 0.
Organization of the paper
Firstly, we introduce the model in Section 2. Then we provide in Section 3 a procedure that identifies an optimal assortment under full information. The solution is reduced to a fixed-point equation, which is stated in Theorem 3.2. We show that this result can also be used for the discrete MNL model in Proposition 3.5. Section 4 first presents the estimation procedure and the explore-then-exploit policy. Then the regret bounds are discussed: the upper bound of the explore-then-exploit policy and the lower bound for any policy are stated in Theorems 4.6 and 4.9 respectively.
The supporting mathematical results, as well as most proofs, are collected in the appendices.
Appendix A contains the auxiliary findings needed to prove our results regarding optimization under full information. The theory regarding KDE is reviewed in Appendix B, as well as the convergence rate of the estimator. Appendix C then describes how the upper bound for the regret of the explore-then-exploit policy depends on this convergence rate. Finally, Appendix D contains all results needed to establish the lower bound on the regret that any policy suffers.
to the class of functions
i.e., w(·) is bounded by 1. For each S ∈ A c , we let X S denote the random choice by an arbitrary customer who is offered assortment S. We assume that the distribution of X S has the following form:
for all measurable A ⊆ S, and
We refer to a combination of a preference function v(·), a marginal profit function w(·) and a capacity constraint c as an instance I = (v, w, c). The expected revenue of assortment S is
Under full information (the setting considered in Section 3), we know the preference function v(·). Thus, the main goal is to find an optimal assortment S * (meeting the capacity constraint):
However, in practice we have incomplete information, since v(·) is unknown to us (see Section 4). Therefore, we introduce a finite time horizon T and let each time instance t = 1, . . . , T correspond to a visit from a single customer. Let S t ∈ A c denote the chosen assortment at time t and let Y t ∈ X denote the (non-)purchase of the customer at time t; Y t D = X St . Then, a policy is a sequence of mappings from previously used assortments and observed purchases to a new assortment. That is, policy π = (π 1 , . . . , π T ) is a vector of maps such that π 1 ∈ A c and for t 2;
We define the cumulative regret under policy π by
where S 1 , . . . , S T is the sequence of assortments under π. Also, note that the expectation itself depends on π. The regret is a performance measure for policies that uses the expected revenue of the ideal assortment S * as a benchmark.
Full information
This section considers the case of full information. The objective is to phrase the optimal assortment in terms of a fixed-point equation.
Preliminaries
The approach is inspired by Rusmevichientong et al. (2010) in the sense that we solve an implicit optimization first. Note that 0 r(S) 1 for any S ∈ A c . Hence, we rewrite the maximum expected profit as:
where
and the function h :
Therefore, we focus on the inner optimization problem in (1) for given ∈ [0, 1] first; finding S ∈ A c such that
Thus, for each given ∈ [0, 1] we are looking for the measurable subset of size at most c that maximize the area underneath h (·) where h (x) 0. To solve the optimization in (4), we look at the upper level sets of w(·), the upper level sets of h (·) and the size of the latter sets.
Respectively, those are defined as
Solving (4) is done by the lemma below. Its proof can be found in Appendix A.
Lemma 3.1. Let ∈ [0, 1].
(i) If λ(W ) < c, then the maximum of I (S) over sets in A c is attained by S = W .
(ii) If λ(W ) c, then the maximum
exists, and the maximum of I (S) over sets in A c is attained by S = L + ∪ L , where
The distinction between λ(W ) < c and λ(W ) c is due to the fact that h (·) is only positive on W . To maximize I (·), we should only include x such that the integrand is positive;
h (x) 0. Hence, for (i), W ∈ A c holds and it maximizes I (S) over sets in A c . The oddity for λ(W ) c, namely the degree of freedom in picking L , is due to possible flat parts of h (·) at level . To break this tie, we uniquely define S 'from the left',
where x is defined by
Fixed-point equation
Having shown how to maximize I (S) over S ∈ A c for given ∈ [0, 1], we determine the largest such that the maximum is at least itself, see (1). Proof. Firstly, we show that there exists a unique solution to the fixed-point equation
where g( ) := I (S ) for ∈ [0, 1]. As the right-hand side of (5) is strictly increasing in , it suffices to prove that g(·) is continuous and non-increasing in , and that g(0) 0 and g(1) = 0.
To this end, consider 0 1 2 1. Then, indeed, as I (S) is non-increasing in for any fixed S ∈ A c , and recalling that S 1 maximizes I 1 (S), we obtain
The next step is to prove that g(·) is continuous. Let 1 , 2 ∈ [0, 1]. Then,
where the first inequality is due to the fact that S 2 maximizes I 2 (·); bear in mind that we imposed the condition that v(·) is integrable. With the same token, the same upper bound applies when the roles of the 1 and 2 in the left-hand side are interchanged. It thus follows that g(·) is continuous; it is actually even Lipschitz continuous.
Obviously, g(0) 0. Using that sup x∈[0,1] w(x) 1, we also obtain
Secondly, we show that S * has the maximum expected revenue over all sets in A c . Note that, since g( * ) = * , it follows that r(S * ) = * . Hence, as we proceed from (1) by invoking Lemma 3.1, we obtain;
This completes the proof.
This result implies that a simple bisection algorithm can be used to compute the optimal assortment. Suppose that we would like to solve the fixed-point equation upto accuracy ε > 0, i.e., the algorithm must output aˆ such that
Then, we compute I (S ) a total of O(− log ε) times. For each such computation, itself must be computed by a bisection method. If we use the same standard for accuracy, then this also takes O(− log ε) iterations. Thus, the total computational time for finding the optimal assortment via the bisection method is O((log ε) 2 ). In some cases, the fixed-point equation can be solved analytically. Below we state two insightful examples. For the first one v is increasing and w decreasing, and the solution can be found analytically. For the second one this is no longer the case and we present the numerically computed solution.
Example 3.3. In the first example we pick v(x) = 1 − x and w(x) = x. This means that (1 + − c),
After some calculus, we find that
12 c 3 0 and I 1 (S 1 ) = r 1 (S 1 ) = 0. We also see that I (S ) decreases (strictly, that is) in . The value of * follows by solving either the appropriate quadratic or cubic equation depending on c. In Figure 1 I (S ) for c = 0.5 is plotted as well as the identity function. We see that I (S ) is relatively low valued. Hence, * is relatively small as well and the optimal assortment S * is an interval of length c with a center a bit to the right of Example 3.4. In this second example we consider a preference function v(·) and a marginal profit function w(·) for which the solution can be found more easily by numerical computation.
We set the preference function as a bimodal function;
where ϕ( · ; µ, σ) is the normal probability density function with parameters µ and σ. In addition, we set the marginal profit function as w(x) = 1 − 0.3x. These are plotted in Figure 2 Via another bisection method we find the solution to the fixed-point equation; * ≈ 0.33. For this value we compute that the optimal assortment for c = 0.7 is approximately (7) S * ≈ 0.05; 0.39 ∪ 0.52; 0.88 .
Thus, this example shows that for a bimodal preference function, the optimal assortment is possibly a union of two disjoint intervals. Rusmevichientong et al. (2010) solve the discrete static problem by establishing a unimodal sequence of assortments, for which the mode is the ideal assortment. The ideal discrete assortment can also be found by solving a fixed-point equation. In fact, if we translate a discrete preference vector v and a discrete marginal profit vector w to step functions correctly, we can solve the discrete problem by our continuous approach. This is made rigorous in Proposition 3.5 below.
Relation to discrete MNL model
The proof is given in Appendix A.
We first introduce some notation. For N ∈ N, we write the i-th bin as
Letting v, w ∈ R N + , for any discrete assortment A ⊆ {1, . . . , N } the expected revenue under v and w is
which are both step functions on [0, 1]. Let r(S) again denote the expected revenue of S ∈ A c under v(·) and w(·)). Denote by A * an optimal discrete assortment such that |A * | C and
Proposition 3.5. Let C, N ∈ N such that C N , and let c := C/N . Then, i∈A * B i maximizes r(S) over sets in A c , that is,
This result shows that our choice model is a genuine generalization of the discrete MNL model. It can be calculated that for all values of C the optimal assortments are given by:
It is tempting to expect that a greedy approach should work well. In such an approach, one starts with the most profitable single item assortment
is added such that
For these particular parameters we would get {4} → {2, 4} → {1, 2, 4} for C = 3. Thus, this example shows that a greedy approach can lead to a suboptimal solution.
Some structural insights can be gained by turning to a continuous setting, that is, allowing fractional division of the resources. To this end, define v and w as in (8) and let c ∈ (0, 1]. Then, for each we find S ; containing x ∈ [0, 1] with the highest h (x) value such that h (x) 0.
The function h (x) is a step function itself with values of v i (w i − ) for i = 1, . . . , 4. As varies, the ordering of (v i (w i − )) i=1,...,4 changes as well. These shifts in the ordering happen for of the form The value * is used to compute an ideal assortment and depends on c. Hence, we find c ∈ (0, 1] such that there exists i, j such that
We find that there exists three solutions for c ∈ (0, 1]: at c ≈ 0.32, c ≈ 0.61 and c ≈ 0.66. In Figure 4 we see that the optimal resource allocation is discontinuous in c at these values. Also, if (9) holds for c, then either i = 4 or j = 4. This means that as c increases, the contribution of product 4 to the optimal assortment is eventually zero when c has reached the value 0.75.
Considering the jumps, the first one remains unnoticed when only considering c = 1/N = 0.25 and c = 2/N = 0.5. The second and the third jump, which follow each other rapidly, are the reason why product 4 is no longer among the optimal assortment for c = 3/N = 0.75. This behavior is only partially observed in the discrete setting.
Incomplete information
In this section we consider the situation in which there is incomplete information. We focus on a policy that has an initial exploration phase. Let S 1 , . . . , S N denote N test assortments in A c such that each product x ∈ [0, 1] is contained in at least one of these assortments. Then, each S i
The observed purchases in this phase, which thus has duration N M , are used to establish an estimatorv(·) of the actual preference function v(·). Based on thisv(·), we compute an optimal assortmentŜ (which evidently does not necessarily coincide with the actual optimal assortment S * under v(·) ). In the exploitation phase the assortmentŜ is offered to the remaining T − N M customers.
The structure of this section is as follows. We first point out how v is estimated. Secondly, we formally present the explore-then-exploit (ETE) policy and derive the upper bound for the regret of this policy. Then we discuss the lower bound of the regret that holds for any policy.
We conclude by a numerical illustration.
Estimation
We assume that all test assortments S 1 , . . . , S N are closed intervals. For each product x ∈ [0, 1]
we introduce a weight that counts how many times x is contained in a test assortment:
Note that by assumption k(x) > 0 for all x. A nonparametric way to estimate a probability density function is to use kernel density estimation (KDE). However, the preference function
is not a proper density, so that we have to perform a normalization. More specifically, for
and f S (x) := 0 for x / ∈ S. Now we note that X S , given that it corresponds to a genuine purchase (i.e., X S = ∅), is f S -distributed. Also, the constant α S can be computed if the non-purchase probability p S := P(X S = ∅) is known:
This suggests that we can use the actual purchases for our kernel density estimation and the number of non-purchases to estimate p S and consequently α S . Therefore, for each i = 1, . . . , N we estimate α S i by
where A i := {actual purchases from S i } and E i := {non-purchases from S i }. Here the +1 is added so thatα i is always well defined (where we note that later on we conclude that it does not compromise the estimator's performance). For the KDE we use Legendre kernels, as these allow us to set the order 3 of such kernels freely. Each kernel is a sum of Legendre polynomials ϕ j (·), where
These polynomials form an orthonormal basis in L 2 ([−1, 1], dx). Since f S is a density with bounded support, we cannot apply traditional KDE. The main reason is that traditional KDE does not perform well near the endpoints of S = [a, b] . To this end, we use the so called boundary kernel method (BKM). For other demonstrations of this method we refer to Müller (1991) and Zhang and Karunamuni (1998) . In short, the idea is to adjust the kernels locally near the edges a and b, such that the kernels do not 'spill' over S. With h > 0 denoting the bandwidth, the precise definition of the Legendre kernels is given as follows.
Definition 4.1. Let ∈ N denote the order and h ∈ 0, b−a 2 denote the bandwidth. Then, the Legendre kernel of order for S = [a, b] is defined to be
and K x (u) := 0 for x ∈ [a, b] and u / ∈ I x , where γ x and ζ x are the translation coefficients and I x denotes a shifted support, that is, for x ∈ [a, a + h)
and for
This explains why is referred to as the order. For the proof of (11) we refer to Appendix B.
Then, the density f i S is estimated by
where again A i = {actual purchases from S i } and in addition we setf i (x) := 0 for x / ∈ S i . Then, note that the actual preference function can be written as a locally weighted sum of α S i and
Therefore, we define the estimatorv(·) to be
whereα i is as in (10) andf i (·) is as in (12) . From this one can see the necessity of k(x) > 0.
Policy and associated bounds
The explore-then-exploit policy that we propose, divides the total run time 1, . . . , T into two phases, as follows:
ETE policy Initialization: choose closed intervals S 1 , . . . , S N ∈ A c such that
• Exploration phase:
2. For each test assortment S i compute estimatorsα i as in (10) andf i (·) as in (12).
• Exploitation phase:
1. Computev(·) as in (13) and find optimal assortmentŜ according tov(·).
2. OfferŜ to the remaining T − N M customers. Now we would like to find an optimal M such that the (upper bounds of the) regret in the two phases is balanced. Bounding the regret during the exploration phase is easy: it can be done by a constant times M , where the constant depends on the instance I = (v, w, c) and the test assortments S 1 , . . . , S N . Providing an upper bound for the exploitation regret is substantially harder. During the exploitation phase we make an error due to the use of the estimatorv(·) instead of the actual preference function v(·). The first step in finding an upper bound on the exploitation regret is provided by the proposition below. Here the difference between the computed optimal assortment underv(·) and the actual ideal assortment, in terms of expected revenue, is bounded from above by the L 1 -difference between v(·) andv(·). For the proof we refer to Appendix C. Then, the difference between the expected revenue under v(·) of S * andŜ can be bounded as
The next step is to bound ||v −v|| 1 in terms of M . How easy this is, depends on the shape of v(·). It can be shown that if we allow discontinuous v(·), then the lower bound for the regret in the worst case is Ω(T ). We make the following smoothness assumption regarding v(·).
This assumption is needed to derive theÕ(T 2/3 ) upper bound. In Remark 4.7 we discuss the consequences of relaxing this assumption. The assumption is satisfied by all commonly used functions such like polynomials, exponentials, sines, cosines and any addition, multiplication or composition of those. The class of all preference functions that satisfy Assumption 4.3 is denoted as V. The quantity ||v −v|| 1 also depends on how many actual purchases there are observed, since the KDE only takes these purchases into account. That is, the accuracy off i (·) for i = 1, . . . , N depends on how much information it can use. We compactly denote the non-purchases probability for each test assortment by p i := P(X S i = ∅). Then, let ε i > 0 for i = 1, . . . , N . Depending on (ε 1 , . . . , ε N ) and M , we define the clean event
that is, for each test assortment the average number of non-purchases 'lies close to' what is expected in the long run. On this event a minimal amount of actual purchases is guaranteed.
We evaluate the expected regret conditionally on the clean event and the complement event. For larger M , this complement event becomes less probable. Hence, the contribution of the expected regret on the clean event to the total expected regret becomes dominant. Asymptotically, the accuracy ofα i is better then that off i (·), cf. Proposition C.1 (compared after taking the square root of the mean integrated squared error of the KDE). Therefore, we only discuss the accuracy of the KDE. The proof of the proposition below is given in Appendix B.
2 , β 1 and K x (·) be a Legendre kernel of order = [β]. Then, forf i (·) as in (12), the mean integrated squared error, conditioned on event that the number of actual purchases is n ∈ N, can be bounded as
where C 1 depends on preference function v(·) and test assortment S i . Consequently, setting
we obtain
where C 2 also depends on the preference function v(·) and test assortment S i .
As a consequence of Proposition 4.4, we can majorize the expected value of ||v−v|| 1 conditioned on the clean event, since the L 2 -norm dominates the L 1 -norm for functions on a bounded interval.
This results in the proposition below. In Appendix C its proof is detailed.
Proposition 4.5. Let I ∈ V × W × (0, 1] and letv(·) be as in (13). Suppose that 0 < ε i <
conditioned on the clean event, can be bounded as
where C depends on I, test assortments S 1 , . . . , S N and ε 1 , . . . , ε N .
Upper bound
By combining Propositions 4.2 and 4.5 we can upper bound the conditional exploitation regret for each time step. The total conditional regret in the exploitation phase can thus be bounded by T − N M times this upper bound. Having established upper bounds for the regret in both phases, we have found the following result.
Theorem 4.6. Let I ∈ V × W × (0, 1]. The regret of the ETE policy for M = T 2/3 satisfies
where C depends on the instance I and test assortments S 1 , . . . , S N .
Proof. Set ε 1 , . . . , ε N > 0 as
the last time. In Lemma C.3 we show that σ is finite a.s. and E[σ η ] < ∞ for any η 0. Now, recall that r(S) 1 for any S ∈ A c . We split E r(S * ) − r(Ŝ) into the contributions due to two complementary events;
where we use Markov's inequality in the final step. Because σ < M implies the occurrence of the clean event for M , we can apply Propositions 4.2 and 4.5. In addition, by setting η = 1 2 , we conclude
where C 1 depends on I and test assortments S 1 , . . . , S N . Therefore, the exploitation regret can be bounded from above as
where C 2 depends on I and test assortments S 1 , . . . , S N . Also, the exploration regret can be bounded as
Adding the two upper bounds and setting M = T 2/3 , yields the result.
Remark 4.7. Usually, for KDE the target function is assumed to be -times differentiable for some ∈ N, as well as to have a continuous -derivative. Let f (·) be such a density on S ∈ A c and f n (·) the kernel density estimator using n observations and kernels of order . It can be shown that for the correct choice of h, the following upper bound for the mean integrated squared error holds:
where C depends on f (·), and the choice of the kernel. Note that the exponent in (19) approaches −1 for → ∞. By Assumption 4.3 we can bound C in terms of . Also, by Assumption 4.3 the order of the kernel is allowed to change as the number of observations increases. For our setting, we find a convergence rate as (19), but with the exponent (up to a logarithmic term) being equal to −1; see (17). If we were to stick with the traditional assumption regarding KDE for some ∈ N, the regret in the exploitation phase is bounded as
Then, for M = T
+1
3 +1 the total regret for the ETE policy satisfies
Lower bound
It turns out that a regret ofÕ(T 2/3 ) is asymptotically optimal in the sense that any policy in the worst case suffers a regret of Ω(T 2/3 ). Our approach of proving this is inspired by Chen and Wang (2017) . To derive the lower bound we focus on the instances I that are 'hardest to handle' in terms of regret. We set w(x) ≡ 1 for all x. Then, the optimal assortment S * ∈ A c also maximizes the area over which v(·) is integrated for sets in A c , that is, S * satisfies
is strictly increasing for x 0. In this light, we construct a preference function as follows. Let K ∈ N and N K := K/c . Then, we denote the i-th bin by
Note that
does not necessarily hold. Also, the union of K disjunct bins has combined length c. Let A K denote the collection of all subsets of {1, . . . , N K } of size K, i.e.,
The idea is to define a preference function that has at least a baseline value of 1/c on the entire set [0, 1] and an additional 'bump' on a collection I ∈ A K of bins. We define the bump function b(x) as a normal probability density function with parameters µ = 0 and some σ > 0:
The function b(x) is considered on [−1, 1] and τ i (x) is a translated copy of b(x) such that [−1, 1] is fitted into B i :
Note that τ i (x) > 0 for x / ∈ B i as well. Then, the preference function
where β is a (typically small) parameter such that v I (x; β) 1/c for all x / ∈ i∈I B i , i.e., the preference function dips just below the baseline 1/c for x outside the collection of bins. In Note that the ideal assortment for v I (·) is approximately i∈I B i . In addition, we introduce the compact notation
which is the preference function viewed from the baseline. Also,
that is, I † is the subset of [0, 1] that consists of the bins B i where i ∈ I. In addition, let k(x) denote the number of times among t = 1, . . . , T that x ∈ [0, 1] is contained in S t :
Finally, we fix the policy π and let P I and E I denote the probability law and the expected value under π and I = (v I , 1, c).
The proof of the lower bound now consists of three ingredients.
(1) We show in Appendix D that for the instance I = (v I , 1, c) the following lower bound applies:
In words, this means that the regret with respect to I is at least an integral over I † . The integrand is ε I (x; β), but weighted in x with T − E I [k(x)], which is the expected number of times product
x is excluded from the assortments S 1 , . . . , S T . We then use (2) the Kullback-Leibler divergence and Pinsker's inequality to derive the following proposition. Its proof is stated in Appendix D.
Proposition 4.8. Let x ∈ [0, 1]. Let I ∈ A K and J = I\{i} for some i ∈ I. Then, the difference of expectation of k(x) under P I and P J can be bounded as
where C c is a constant only depending on capacity constraint c.
Finally, (3) we combine the previous results and we regard the regret for random instances I = (v I , 1, c) for I ∈ A K . Then, for P := V × W × (0, 1] and I I := (v I , w, c)
Now we implement (20)
. Hereafter, we compare the expected value of k(x) under P I and P J , where J is a subset of I such that |J| = K − 1. This can be done by Proposition 4.8. It turns out that if we set K proportional to T 1/3 , we can derive the Ω(T 2/3 ) lower bound. This is stated in the following theorem. For the proof we refer to Appendix D.
Theorem 4.9. Let P = V × W × (0, 1]. For any policy π, it holds that
where C is a strictly positive constant independent of T .
According to this theorem, our ETE policy can be considered as asymptotically optimal.
Notice that the T 2/3 term in the upper bound and lower bound thus belongs intrinsically to learning in a continuous setting; recall that in the discrete setting a T 1/2 term in the upper and lower bound applies, see Agrawal et al. (2016) .
Numerical illustration
In this section we illustrate our method by simulating the ETE policy. Let the preference function v(x) and marginal profit function w(x) be as in Example 3.4. For c = 0.7 we found that the optimal assortment S * = S * is S * ≈ 0.05; 0.39 ∪ 0.52; 0.88 and r(S * ) ≈ 0.33.
We estimate the preference function byv(x) as in (13). The test assortments that we use, are Figure 7 shows the results of 500 runs for T equal to 2,000, 5,000, 10,000, 20,000, 50,000, 100,000
and 200,000. Now, assume a linear relation between log R(T ) and log T log R(T ) = β 0 + β 1 log T + ε for constants β 0 , β 1 and error variable ε. This means that the regret R(T ) of the ETE policy in this particular case approximately behaves like cTβ 1 where c = eβ 0 ≈ 0.1909. We find that the value ofβ 1 is close to 
A.1 Fixed-point theorem preliminaries
Before proving Lemma 3.1, we need to show some characteristics of the function m ( ). These are used in showing that the maximum from Lemma 3.1 exists.
Lemma A.1. Let ∈ [0, 1]. Then, m ( ) is non-increasing and left-continuous in , as well as
Proof. The set L ( ) is non-increasing in , and hence so is the function m ( ).
The next step is to prove that m ( ) is left-continuous. To this end, let n be a strictly increasing sequence converging to < ∞ as n → ∞. As we have seen
From the fact that the left-hand side is finite, it follows that the right-hand side is finite as well, implying the left-continuity.
Along the same lines,
This entails that, with n → ∞ along the integers,
From the monotonicity of m ( ), we also have that m ( ) → 0 as → ∞ along the reals.
The properties of m ( ) are used to find the maximum value of I (S) over sets in A c . This is what is done by Lemma 3.1.
Proof of Lemma 3.1. We start the proof by the general remark that it is clear that the optimizing S should only contain x such that h (x) 0, i.e., x ∈ W .
First consider case (i), i.e., λ(W ) < c. Including in S all x ∈ W thus leads to a set in A c .
Conclude that the maximum of I (S) over sets in A c is attained by S = W . Now we consider case (ii), i.e., λ(W ) c; this means that we should select the subset of because of the left-continuity that has been established in Lemma A.1 the supremum is actually attained (and hence is a maximum). This proves the first claim of (ii).
We now consider the second claim of (ii). The intuitive idea is that we start with S = ∅, and that we keep adding x from W to S that have the highest value of h (x), until λ(S) = c; at that point S consists of x such that h (x) . Bearing in mind, though, that the set of x ∈ [0, 1] such that h (x) equals some given value may have positive Lebesgue measure, there may be still a degree of freedom, which is reflected in the way the set L has been defined.
The formal argumentation is as follows. First we prove that λ(L + ) c: as a consequence of the continuity of the Lebesgue measure and the fact that m ( ) is non-increasing in ,
Hence there exists a set L that is a (possibly empty) subset of L = and that is such that
The next objective is to prove that S = L + ∪ L maximizes I (·) over sets in A c . Take an arbitrary R ∈ A c . Since λ(S) = c, we know that
and since λ(R) c, we obtain λ(S\R) λ(R\S). Now, since x ∈ S implies h (x) and
x ∈ R\S implies h (x) we conclude
This proves the second claim of (ii). Proof of Proposition 3.5. Firstly, write [N ] C = {A ⊆ {1, . . . , N } : |A| C} and define
A.2 Similarities to discrete MNL
Then, it is readily checked that s(A) = r(T (A)). Recall the notation from (2):
Similarly, we define for the discrete setting:
Then, J (A) = I (T (A)) as well. Now, let h ,i := v i (w i − ) and σ be an ordering of {1, . . . , N } such that
Moreover, define P = max{i : h ,σ(i) 0}. It is known from Rusmevichientong et al. (2010) that
Now we claim I (T (A )) = I (S ) for all ∈ [0, 1]. Note that if h ,i = h ,j for some i = j, then there are multiple orderings σ possible, however the value of J (A ) and I (T (A )) are independent of our choice of σ. Next, we point out that h (x), as in (3) is a step function for fixed . Therefore, integrating h (x) over
gives a maximum result over A c , that is,
Now we can conclude
so that r(S * ) = s(A * ).
B Kernel density estimation
In this appendix some theory regarding kernel density estimation (KDE) is introduced. In addition, we prove Proposition 4.4. Here we consider a single test assortment S i = [a, b] for i ∈ {1, . . . , N }, which is fixed throughout the section. Therefore, we denote
andf (·) =f i (·) from this point on. Also, we will use the same notation as in Section 4 without reference.
Below we present five lemmas that are needed for the proof of Proposition 4.4. We start by justifying the notion of order of the kernel in Lemma B.1. Lemma B.2 is a consequence of Assumption 4.3. This result is used in Lemma B.3, which facilitates that the upper bound for the mean integrated squared error can be explicitly expressed in terms containing the order of the kernel. This is a key component in deriving an optimal order. The mean integrated squared error can be written as the sum of a bias component and a variance component, see (22) . These components are bounded from above by Lemmas B.4 and B.5, respectively, using Lemma B.3.
The proofs of Lemmas B.1, B.4 and B.5 can be obtained by making adjustments to the proof in the first chapter of Tsybakov (2009) . These changes are made since Tsybakov (2009) considers probability density functions on the entire real line and we use the boundary kernel method (BKM), see Müller (1991) and Zhang and Karunamuni (1998) . This method enables us to deal with fact that the probability density functions in our setting have a bounded support.
We start by showing that for a Legendre kernel K x (·) of order all moments upto the -th disappear. This result is stated in the main text in (11) and is used in Lemma B.4.
Proof. First, we point out that
polynomial of degree q, there exist coefficients b qi for i and q = 0, . . . , i such that
By setting v = T x (u), we obtain dv = γ x du and, since ζ x = T x (0),
This concludes the proof.
By Assumption 4.3, we can increase the order of the kernels as the number of observations increase, in order to achieve the best rate of convergence. It turns out that by setting the correct order, it is best to choose h to be stationary for all M . This, in combination with the BKM, deviates from traditional KDE. Firstly, we discuss a consequence of Assumption 4.3. Namely, the -th derivative of v(·) is Lipschitz continuous with respect to a constant C v times !. Here, the constant C v depends on v(·) alone. The lemma uses an already established result from complex analysis. It is well-known, but for the sake of completeness we provide the proof of the used result here as well.
Lemma B.2. Let v(·) satisfy Assumption 4.3. Then, for any ∈ N and x, y ∈ [0, 1],
where C v only depends on v(·).
Proof. Firstly, note that it suffices to show
Let x 0 be as in Assumption 4.3 and let r denote the radius of convergence and a n = v (n) (x 0 ).
We define the complex function
Note that this series convergence on D := {z ∈ C : |z − x 0 | < r} by Proposition III.2.1 in Freitag and Busam (2014) . Also, h(·) is analytic on D as a corollary. Choose r 0 such that 1+max{|x 0 |, |1−x 0 |} < r 0 < r and define the circle in the complex plane Γ := {z ∈ C : |z −x 0 | = r 0 }. Then, γ(t) := x 0 + r 0 e it for t ∈ [0, 2π] is a closed curve on Γ = γ([0, 2π]). Therefore, we know that the h(·) is bounded on Γ:
Let R ⊂ D denote a complex open disk around x 0 of radius r 0 . Then, by Cauchy's integral formula, we know that for each z ∈ R
And since, for y ∈ Γ, r 0 = |y − x 0 | |y − z| + |z − x 0 | and |z − x 0 | < r 0 , we know that 0 < r 0 − |z − x 0 | |y − z|. Hence, for all z ∈ R,
Setting the constant C 1 = M r 0 , we find that each z ∈ R,
Now we define the constant
which is finite, since the denominator within grows faster in than the numerator (due to r 0 − max{|x 0 |, |1 − x 0 |} > 1). Therefore, we find that each x ∈ [0, 1],
Now we set C v := C 1 C 2 and we are done.
The next lemma states two local upper bounds for integrals involving the Legendre kernel.
These bounds are used in Lemmas B.4 and B.5. The upper bounds both contain the term
which depends on x ∈ (a, b).
Lemma B.3. Let β 1 and let
Proof. By the orthonormality of the Legendre polynomials (ϕ j ) j 0 we obtain
for every x ∈ [a, b]. We can bound the γ x ϕ j (ζ x ) 2 term as follows. By Theorem 7.3.3 from Szegö (1939) we know that for all j 1 and u ∈ (−1, 1)
and as a consequence;
Therefore, for all j 0 and x ∈ (a, b);
Now we conclude that
The second upper bound follows from (i) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality:
Let E n [ · ] := E · #{actual purchases from S} = n denote the expectation given that the actual purchases from test assortment S = S i is equal to n. The expression of interest from Proposition 4.4 can be split up into a bias and a variance component:
These two components can be bounded individually and locally in x from above in terms of h . Also, letf be as in (12). For all x ∈ (a, b), the bias component of (22) can be bounded locally as
with C v as defined in Lemma B.2.
Proof.
h . Then J x ⊇ I x and by a change of variable u = z−x h we find
Now we point out that
for some τ ∈ [0, 1]. Since K x (·) is of order , we obtain by Lemma B.1
Note that the -th derivative of f is Lipschitz continuous with constant C v !/α by Lemma B.2.
Hence, by Lemma B.3.(ii),
Squaring both sides of this final inequality, yields the result.
Lemma B.5. Let 0 < h b−a 2 , β 1 and K x (·) be a Legendre kernel of order = [β] . Also, letf be as in (12). For all x ∈ (a, b), the variance component of (22) can be bounded locally as
Proof. Let Z 1 , . . . , Z n be independent f -distributed random variables. Then, for i = 1, . . . , n,
we define
and find that these random variables are iid with mean zero. Next, we apply the same change of variables as before; u = z−x h . Then, η i can be bounded locally by Lemma B.3.(i) as
Hence,
Now, the proof of Proposition 4.4 follows almost immediately.
Proof of Proposition 4.4. Firstly, note that C x is integrable on (a, b) with respect to x:
Therefore, we can use that the local bounds from Lemmas B.4 and B.5:
C Proofs for Section 4.2
In this appendix we discuss the results leading to Proposition 4.5. The explore-then-exploit policy, that has been defined in (14), uses an approximationv(·) of the actual preference function v(·). The regret during the exploitation phase depends on the accuracy of our estimatorv(·).
Proposition 4.2 is a crucial link in deriving an upper bound for the exploitation regret. If we were to assumev(·) as the actual preference function and use that to find an ideal assortmentŜ according tov(·), then we make an error. The difference between the expected revenue ofŜ and the actual ideal assortment S * is bounded by Proposition 4.2. In the proof we use the notation from Section 3.
Proof of Proposition 4.2. Firstly, we abbreviate δ := ||v −ṽ|| 1 . Next, for ∈ [0, 1], letŜ be the maximizer ofÎ over A c , that is, respectively. Note thatŜˆ is an ideal assortment underv by Theorem 3.2. Hence, we may assume thatŜ =Ŝˆ . Also, 0 w(x) −ˆ 1 for all x ∈Ŝ. Therefore,
Now we find that
Hence, there exists an S ∈ A c such that Iˆ −δ (S) ˆ − δ, which by (1) entails * ˆ − δ.
Likewise, we deriveˆ * − δ = r(S * ) − δ. Additionally, rewriting (23) yields
Hence, we may conclude
which is the desired result.
The term ||v −v|| 1 forv(·) as in (13) depends on the accuracy of the KDE. This is covered by Appendix B. However, we also need an upper bound for the error of the estimatorsα i for i = 1, . . . , N in order to determine which error is dominant. Note that the comparison between the errors ofα i andf i is done after taking the square root of the mean integrated squared error of the KDE. The impact of the clean event on the convergence rates is covered by the proposition below.
Proposition C.1. Let i ∈ {1, . . . , N }, and letα i andf i (·) be as in (10) and (12) respectively.
Also, let 0 < ε < min{p i , 1 − p i } for p i = P(X S i = ∅). Denote the event that the average of non-purchases from S i lies at most ε away from p i by B i ε :
Then, the expected values below, conditioned on event B i ε , can be bounded as
where C 1 depends on the preference function v(·), test assortment S i and ε, and
where C 2 also depends on the preference function v, test assortment S i and ε.
is bounded for x such that |p − − x| < δ. Since g is differentiable, convex and decreasing on
, the maximum value of g is at attained at the left edge of I δ ;
The expected value of |p −p| can be bounded from above by Hoeffding's inequality;
which shows (24). Regarding (25), the occurrence of event B i ε is equivalent to (1 − p − ε)M < |A i | < (1 − p + ε)M . Hence, we can apply Proposition 4.4. Let C 2 be as in (17) and let n 0 := (1 − p − ε)M and n 1 := (1 − p + ε)M . We thus obtain
which is what needed to be shown.
This proposition is used in the proof of Proposition 4.5. This result, together with Proposition 4.2, forms the basis of the proof of Theorem 4.6. The proof of Proposition 4.5 is given now.
Proof of Proposition 4.5. Firstly, recall that for all x ∈ [0, 1];
Next, we show for each i = 1, . . . , N thatα i in the clean event is bounded by a constant. Let i ∈ {1, . . . , N } and δ > 0 such that ε i < δ < min{p i , 1 − p i }. Note that the clean event implies the occurrence of event B i ε i as in Proposition C.1. Hence, by (26) we obtain
Then, by integrating (27) and applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequaltiy, we find
Now, let C i 1 and C i 2 be as in (24) and (25), respectively, with respect to S i . Let E cl denote the conditional expectation given the clean event. By taking the expectation of (28), conditioned on the clean event, and applying Jensen's inequality for concave functions, we find the following upper bound:
which concludes our proof.
In the proof of Theorem 4.6 we use the notion of last time σ, see (18). It remains to be shown that σ is a.s. finite and E [σ η ] < ∞ for all η 0. For this we use Proposition 1 from den Boer and Zwart (2014) . A simplified version of that proposition is given below.
Proposition C.2 (den Boer, Zwart). Let η > 1 and let (M n ) n∈N be a martingale with respect to filtration (F n ) n∈N , such that
(ii) sup n∈N E|M n+1 − M n | r < ∞ for some r > η + 1.
Let ε > 0 and write T = sup{n ∈ N : |M n | εn}. Then, T < ∞ a.s. and
With little effort, the final lemma follows from this result.
Lemma C.3. Let ε i > 0 for each i ∈ 1, . . . , N . Then, the last time
Proof. It is readily checked that M i := (|E i | − p i M ) M ∈N is a martingale for each i = 1, . . . , N with respect to its natural filtration. For each i = 1, . . . , N define
In this way, σ = max i σ i . Note that the increments of the martingales M i are bounded by ±1, so conditions (i) and (ii) from Proposition C.2 are also met. Hence, σ i < ∞ a.s. and E [σ η i ] < ∞ for each η > 1. From the latter and the fact that σ i is integer-valued, we conclude that E [σ η i ] < ∞ for η ∈ [0, 1] as well. We conclude that σ is a.s. finite as well, and in addition
for all η > 0.
D Proof of Theorem 4.9
This appendix contains the proofs underlying the Ω ( we will use the inequalities in the next lemma.
(ii) for any S ∈ A c and β > 0, it holds that 1. Finally, for (vi) we point out that as a corollary of (iii), for i ∈ I and x ∈ B i , −β ε I\{i} (x; β) 0, since x / ∈ (I\{i}) † . Hence, |ε I (x; β)| = τ i (x) + ε I\{i} (x; β) τ i (x) + ε I\{i} (x; β) τ i (x) + β.
We have thus verified all claims.
For the rest of this section, we abbreviate the recurring constants Proof. We denote v(x) = v I (x; β). Let S * denote the optimal assortment for instance I. Recall that S * also maximizes the set over which v is integrated:
Therefore, for any t = 1, . . . , T , In this sequence of inequalities, we have used (30) and (31) at ( * ), and Lemma D.1.(iv) at ( * * ).
Taking the expectation of the sum of these terms yields the desired result, since For (32), we use Pinsker's inequality, that states that for any probability measures P and Q defined on the same probability space (Ω, F), 
Ideally, the expression above would contain only terms similar to (p t − q t ) 2 , since this term can easily be bounded as follows: 
Here at ( * ) we used Lemma D.1.(v).1. We use this lower bound to write out (41). To this end, abbreviate the constant C 1 (c) := (P 5 c − 2γ 0 )/18. Then, 5/3 C 3 (c) 5/3 C 2 (c) 2/3 T 2/3 .
In particular, for c ≈ 0.063 we obtain the result:
sup I∈P R π (I, T ) 4.28 · 10 −3 T 2/3 .
